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PLANE FROBENIUS SANDWICHES1

R. GANONG

Abstract. Suppose the total Frobenius of an affine plane factors through a plane.

Then the factorization is just the composite of relative Frobeniuses with respect to

suitable coordinate axes.

Theorem. Suppose k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0, and

tf, A are polynomial (respectively power series) rings over k in two variables, with

tfp C A E tf. Then there exist x, y E tf such that

R = k[x,y]    and   A = k[x, yp]

(respectively tf = k[[x, y]] and A = k[[x, yp]]).

The key step in the proof of the polynomial case of the Theorem rests on recent

work of Peter Russell [7, Theorem 5.3] on approximate roots of polynomials, work

which may be regarded as extending earlier results of Abhyankar and Moh [1, 2].

The proof of the Theorem for power series is comparatively trivial.

Proof of the Theorem. If x G tf and there exists v G tf such that R — k[x, y]

(resp. tf = k[[x, y]]), we say x is a variable. Clearly we need only find a variable in

A.

1. The polynomial case. Let A — k[u, v].

(i) Suppose u or v is reducible in tf, say u is reducible. Let a G tf be an irreducible

factor of u and write u = a'b, a\b. Then up — (ap)'bp, so bp — cuJ, cEk*,

0 <j < p. Hence bp~J = ca'J, so b G k* and we must have z = p. Take x = v,

y = a.

(ii) Suppose u, v E tf are irreducible. One sees easily then that u,vER are curves

with one place at infinity. (For the definition see [1, 11.4] or [3, 1.1].) Also, the

intersection index of u and v on Spectf is p. (For, if the intersection were 1, we

would have R — A. For two different proofs of this fact, see [3, 1.17] and [7, 6.3].)

Choose x', y' E tf such that tf = k[x', y'] and embed Spectf in P2 in the usual

way. (x' = X/Z, y' = Y/Z, where X, Y, Z are homogeneous coordinates.) Let C, D
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be the projective curves defined by u, v respectively, and let deg u = c,, deg v = c\.

We have c,cj > p.

If cxc[ = p, then u or v is linear in x', v', hence is a variable. Suppose that cxc\ > p

and that the Theorem holds whenever A = k[u',v'] with deg zz' deg v' < cxc\.

Performing a linear change of coordinates, we may choose new x',y' such that

u = v'C| + (terms of degree < c,),

and hence (multiplying v by a nonzero constant)

= v'c' + (terms of degree < c[).

We put x" - l/x', y" =y'/x', u" = u/x'c\ v" = v/x'c>. u", v" E k[[x", y"]] are

irreducible (and are local equations for C, D at X — 1, Y — Z = 0).

We interrupt the proof at this juncture with a review of Hamburger-Noether (HN)

expansion. Since Noether's Palermo paper of 1890, a vast amount has been pub-

lished about HN and about the less generally applicable, but much older, Newton-

Puiseux expansion. We refer only to [7] for what is needed here; in the writer's

opinion it represents the latest word on the subject, both in its content and in the

particular way in which it proceeds from the basics to some of the deepest results in

the theory of plane, and algebroid plane, curves. The reader is directed to the

references given in [7] and to the introduction to that paper, where among other

things is indicated the rôle played by the work of Moh and of Abhyankar, over the

past fifteen years or so, in the revival of interest in the subject.

(a) Let S = k[[t]] be the ring of power series in t over k. Given nonunits x, v G S,

with x =£ 0, define the (algebroid) Hamburger-N oether tableau

HN(x, v) -

1 J K/<oo

,   ,,
as follows:

If v = 0, put c, = ord x < oo, p, = ord y = oo, a¡ — 0 for z > 1 (ord means

i-order).

Suppose^ ¥= 0. Putp, = ord v, c, = ord x. There exist unique (nonzero) elements

z2,...,zr+1 G S such that (with z0 = y, zx = x) z,_, = z¡'zi+i, 1 </<r, with s¡

nonnegative integers, 0 < ord z, < ord z,_„ 2 < i *K r, and ord zr+, = 0.

ord z,_, = i, ord z, + ord z,+,,       1 < i <r,

is the Euclidean algorithm on (ord y, ord x);  hence ord zr = gcd(ord y, ord x).

There is a unique a E k* such that

ord(zr_, — azs/) > ord zr_,.

Put a, = a, x2 = zr, y2 = (zr_, — azs/)/zr_x, p2 = ord y2, c2 = ord x2, etc. (Cf. [7,

§2].) Note again that c2 dividesp, and c,.

(b) Let/ G F = k[[x, y]\ be an irreducible power series in two variables. Then we

have an isomorphism (integral closure of T/fT) ->S carrying (x, y) to a "primitive

branch representation" (x(r), y(t)) for /. We put HN(x, y;f) = HN(x(i), y(t)) [7,

§3]. We remark that the left-hand side may be defined without having recourse to a
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parametrization for /, using well-known facts about the Newton polygon of an

irreducible power series in two variables, and its behavior under dilatations. (See,

e.g., [3, 2.2-2.9].) Defining it either way, we have

(c) Given coprime irreducible/, g G F, the intersection multiplicity

,(/, g) = dimr/(/T + gT) = 2 PA + min{Psc's, p'scs),
k i<s

where p¡, c¡, a¡ and p\, c'¡, a- are the entries of HN(x, y;f) and HN(x, y;g)

respectively, and the integer s > 1 is determined by p¡c¡ — p'ici and a, = a'¡ for i < s,

Psc's ^ Pscs or as ^ a's- (^ee Ü' 3-3]. Note that our s is s + 1, in [7].)

(d) Keep the notation of (c). For z < s, cs divides p, and c„ and c's divides p\ and c'¡,

by the last remark in (a). We also have c^ — c\cs [7, 2.10].

Returning to the proof, we consider the intersection multipicity i(u", v") of C and

D at infinity. Let

HN(x", y";u") HN(x",/';t;") =

l«S/<00

Since u", v" are coprime, there is a positive integer j such that p¡c'¡ = p'¡c¡ and

a, = a. for z < s, andp^ ^ P'scs or a* ^ ai- We may assumep^ < p'scs. Then by (c)

(cf. [9, p. 35]), we have i(u", v") = S^^PjC,' = cxc\ — p, the second equality holding

by Bezout's theorem.

Suppose s — 1. Thenp = c,c{ — pic',, so c[ divides p. If c{ — 1 then u is hnear. If

c¡ =p then 1 = c, — p, = degx-u. Since zz has one place at infinity, there exist

d E k* and g G /t[y] such that u = ¿x' + g (see, e.g., [1, 11.12(1)]), and « is a

variable.

Suppose s > 1. Since c's divides c'¡ for z < s, we have that c's divides p. If c's — I,

then c, = cxc's = cjcs by (d). Let u' = u — vc\ Then A — k[u', v] and deg u' < c,, so

the Theorem holds by induction. So we may assume c's — p. From cxc's = c\cs, we see

that if cs = 1 or p divides cs, then c, divides c\ or c{ divides c„ and we proceed as

above. So we may assume p \ cs > 1. We have

1 = cx(c\/p) - 2 PiWi/p) -ps;
i<s

since cs divides p, for i<s and cs divides c,, we have cJ+1 — gcd(ps,cs) — 1.

Therefore

cf is the "last characteristic multiplicity" of u" with respect to x", y".

As in [7, 2.8.4, 2.8.5], we put rh = l^p^/c,. Note that rh = l^p^/p) =

cxc\/p — 1 = c2/cs — 1. By [7, Theorem 5.3], we conclude that there exists ay G tf

with one place at infinity, of degree cx/cs, such that the projective curve defined by y

meets C at infinity with intersection multiplicity rh. Therefore the intersection of u

andy on Spectf is c\/cs - rh = 1. By [3, 1.17] or [7, 6.3], tf = k[u, y].

2. The power series case. Let A = k[[u, v]]. We claim u or v is a variable.

(i) Suppose u or v is reducible in tf, say u is reducible. Let u = a'b as in l(i).

Arguing as we did there, we find b G tf*. If p does not divide z, there exists w G tf *
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such that w' = b. Then u = (wa)'; hence z must equal p, a contradiction. So p

divides i and b — u/a' G qt A is integral over A; hence b E A*. Also u/b = a'

implies i — p, so R = k[[a, «]].

(ii) Suppose tz, v E tf are irreducible. As in 1(11), we must have i(u, v) —p. Let

tf = k[[x', /]], and let

HN(x', /;«) = HN(x', /;©) =

Define j as before, assumepsc's *^p'scs, let d(u, v) = p — ord uord «, and note that

d(u, v) > 0. If d(u, v) = 0 or j = 1, then m or ü is of order one. So suppose

d(u, v) > 0, s > 1. We have p = £<<, ̂ c} + psc's, so c¿ divides p, and necessarily

Cj = 1. Since p, = p',^ and c, = c',^, ord u = min{p,, c,} = csmin{p\, c[} =

csord v. Since d(u, v) > 0, u and o have the same tangent. So there exists unique

c E k* such that ord(w — cvc') > ord u. Put u' — u — cvc>. A — k[[u', v]] and

d(u', v) < d(u, v). By induction and the fact that ord u' > ord u s* ord v, v is a

variable.

Question. Suppose « > 1, q = p", and let tf9 C A C tf, a' - qt tf, L = qt A,

[K: L] = q, R, A otherwise as in the Theorem. Under what conditions does A

contain a variable? It is not sufficient to require that K/L and L/Kq be simple

extensions, as the following example shows:

Let n — 2, a > 1, p\a, u = x" + yp, v = xp, A — k[u, v] (resp. k[[u, v]]). If

f E A then x divides bothfx and/, so A cannot contain a variable.

Conjecture. The Theorem undoubtedly remains valid if [ ] and [[ ]] are every-

where replaced by ( ) and (( )), and rings replaced by fields.

Remarks. The exposition of Hamburger-Noether appears at the insistence of the

referee.

The writer proved the power series version of the theorem over a year after the

polynomial case, as an afterthought. I thank Peter Russell for having suggested to

me originally the problem in the polynomial case. Again, over a year after proving

the power series case, I learned that it had already been proven in a paper of

Rudakov and Safarevic [6, corollary to Theorem 4], using work of C. S. Seshadri [8,

Proposition 6]. At the close of [6] it is remarked by the translators that P. Deligne

has also proven the power series case—whether for two, or an arbitrary number of,

variables is unclear from the remark; I have not seen Deligne's proof.

Finally, I would like to apologize here to Professor T. T. Moh, for having

unintentionally neglected to cite his paper [4] as a reference in my paper [3]; the

papers [5] and [4] of Moh both appear here. The reader may profitably compare the

content and approach of [5] with those of [7].
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